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Distribution. Electrical power distribution provides battery power to the electrical and electronic
systems. See Fig. The following components make up the power distribution system:. SAM Cab
2. SAM Chassis 5. Main Ground Junction Block 6. Cab Load Disconnect Switch optional
location 8. Cab Load Disconnect Switch optional location 9. Trailer PDM. Cab Load Disconnect
Switch. Auxiliary PDM. Battery power may also be routed to an inverter and a trailer PDM. Main
Ground Junction Block. The PNDB is mounted in the engine compartment on the frontwall near
the steering column. The label on the PNDB fuse cover identifies typical circuits. SAM Chassis
4. Power Distribution Modules. Powertrain PDM. The powertrain PDM contains fuses and relays
that provide battery and ignition power to the engine, aftertreatment device, transmission, and
other powertrain-related circuits. It is mounted in the engine compartment, above the driver-side
inner fender. The optional auxiliary PDM is used when additional circuit protection is needed for

optional features. For example, if a beacon light is added to the Cascadia, it may require an
auxiliary PDM. The auxiliary PDM may contain fuses and relays for these devices. It is mounted
in the cab, behind the doghouse cover. The optional trailer PDM, mounted on the frame rail, is
used to supply trailer power to the chassis-mounted trailer receptacles. SAM Cab. The SAM cab
is located behind the glove box inside the vehicle cab. The SAM cab contains fuses and relays
in addition to solid state circuit protection devices that will trip when a circuit is overloaded.
Refer to Chapter 25 for fuse and relay locations. SAM Chassis. The SAM Chassis is located in
the engine compartment on the driver-side frontwall. The SAM chassis contains fuses and
relays in addition to solid state circuit protection devices that will trip when a circuit is
overloaded. Circuit Protection Features. When the circuit overload is removed, this circuit
protection will self-reset. Some of these circuits require the ignition switch to be cycled off then
back on again for the self-reset to occur. Some ECU's are equipped with a self-resetting circuit
breaker removal tool. Always wear heat-protective gloves when handling a self-resetting circuit
breakers, which can reach extremely high temperatures. Failure to use appropriate heat
protection can lead to serious injury. Self-resetting circuit breakers can be permanently
damaged if improperly handled. Use the guidelines below to handle them safely. Disconnect the
batteries before removing a self-resetting circuit breaker. Use a circuit breaker removal tool to
remove a self-resetting circuit breaker. Use of any other tool, including pliers, may damage the
circuit breaker. Circuit Breaker Removal Tool 2. Self-Resetting Circuit Breaker. Remove the
circuit breaker first, or use a non-contact infrared thermometer to measure temperature. Turning
the cab load disconnect switch CLDS to the off position does not disconnect the connection
between the battery and the starter. To work on the vehicle safely, the negative leads must be
disconnected from the battery. The CLDS is used to avoid excessive draw on the battery when
the vehicle is parked for an extended period of time by disconnecting or opening the connection
between the battery and the most of the vehicle electrical system. If the CLDS is turned to the
off position while the vehicle is running, the emergency power system will activate. The
powertrain PDM will receive power from the emergency power feed, but the batteries will not be
charging. See the Emergency Power Supply heading below for details. The installation
technician must record which GPS unit is being installed in each vehicle before any Zonar
equipment is installed. Skip this section if electronic inspections EVIR will not be used for the
vehicle receiving installation. Clean the surface area of the asset with isopropyl alcohol or brake
cleaner before installing tags. These tags include both a 9-digit asset number and a zone
number If a trailer is not created in the system but is used when doing inspections, this can
cause inspections to fail. See our online support regarding Failed Inspections for guidance on
correcting these. Connect the J connection 3 in the previous section into the gray connection
on the adapter. Zonar recommends attaching an Add-A-Fuse connector to the constant power
wire. This will allow tapping directly into a fuse for ease of installation and maintenance.
Connect the Add-A-Fuse as shown and connect it to a socket which provides constant power. If
not using the fuse panel, the constant power wire may be spliced directly into an appropriate
power source. Any place on the metal frame that is free of paint and rust may be used as an
acceptable grounding point. Existing screws or self-tapping screws may be used to connect the
ground wire. Zonar recommends adding a ring terminal to the end of the ground wire for the
most reliable connection. They should display the following sequence after everything is
connected:. There are two ends to the cable--the dock end 5 and the GPS unit end The diagram
to the left shows examples of ideal mounting locations. Mounting locations may vary based on
the type of vehicle or driver requirements. The following may be used to confirm that the tablet
is correctly connected as well:. If you still require assistance after using this installation
document, contact Zonar Customer Care :. Advanced troubleshooting and assistance may
require specialists only available during business hours am to pm Pacific time. This number
may be 7 or 8 digits long. Record the asset vehicle name and the GPS being installedâ€”this is
important in order for the Zonar data to attach to the correct asset. Vehicle Tags Clean the
surface area of the asset with isopropyl alcohol or brake cleaner before installing tags. Install
the zone tags in the proper areas for the corresponding vehicle inspection type. Depending on
the configuration, not all zone tags may be used. Extra tags may be discarded. Perform an
electronic inspection to ensure correct tag placement. Identify the splice pack as shown below.
Disassemble the Splice Pack To remove the cap, the installer must release the two locking tabs
at opposite corners of the splice pack assembly. This is most easily done by inserting a small
flathead screwdriver into the tabs, down along the side of the splice pack body and gently
prying the cap up millimeters. Once one side of the cap has been lifted, repeat on the opposite
corner. The TPA can typically then be removed from the other tabs and released. If this is not
possible, depress the two smaller tabs as well and pull the TPA out of the connector body.
Insert the Connectors The Zonar splice pack adapter can now be inserted into the back side of

the Splice Saver connector body. Make sure the contact is correctly oriented so the contact
locks into place. The cutout in the contact should face the center spine of the splice pack.
Selecting the Right Connection Rows Match wire colors along the proper side of the connector
yellow to the yellow row, green to the green row. Make sure that the two J wires are installed
directly across from each other, as with slots B and H in the below example. Reassemble the
Splice Pack Check the contacts are locked in place. Install the TPA into the bottom side of the
connector body. This should easily snap into place and locks the contacts into the connector
body. Reinstall the cap by pressing it into the open top of the connector body. Make sure that
the cap is properly oriented it may have a polarizing notch. There will be other wires coming out
of the back of the splice pack. Fuse Panel The fuse panel is behind the glove box on the
passenger side of the vehicle. Open up the glove compartment and remove the screws that
keep it in place. Once the screws have been removed, pull the glove compartment out. Remove
the black panel to reveal the fuse panel. Constant Power Locate a constant power source that
measures volts with engine off or on. Ground Connection Any place on the metal frame that is
free of paint and rust may be used as an acceptable grounding point. Connects to the male
4-pin on the truck harness. Connect to the 4-pin port on the GPS unit. Not currently used.
Connect to the 8-pin port on the GPS unit. Connect to the tablet dock. Tablet Dock Connect the
pin connector on the tablet cable to the back of the dock as shown to the left. Mounting the
Dock The diagram to the left shows examples of ideal mounting locations. Attach RAM
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mount to a location visible and accessible to the driver. Use backing plate to secure mount.
Once mounting is securely installed, dock the tablet. The following may be used to confirm that
the tablet is correctly connected as well: Power on the tablet. On the Driver Login screen, swipe
down from the top right. The Diagnostics dashboard is displayed. This means that the tablet
and GPS unit are communicating properly, and they are getting the needed cellular and GPS
information. Zone Tags: Numbered Specific to location on vehicle. J Backbone Cable. Splice
Pack Adapter. Check the contacts are locked in place. Flashing Green , turning solid Green after
minutes. Flashing Orange , turning solid Orange after minutes. Flashing Green with engine off,
solid Green with engine running. Connect Ram Mount, Mounting Bracket. Connect the pin
connector on the tablet cable to the back of the dock as shown to the left. Follow the diagram to
the left to correctly connect the tablet cable to the GPS unit.

